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Nature , Science , and Cell request that their figure labels be in Helvetica. However, the most appropriate
academic resources for research papers are books and peer-reviewed journals. Created back in , this typeface
was designed to work well for "on-screen reading and to look good when printed at small sizes. Keeping it at 9
point is optional. Almost every resume I see has bullets and some people use fonts that strain the eye," he said.
Arial letters have more round shapes and the edges of letters do not end in a horizontal line. Unless they
require you to use Arial , in which case drop the class. This looks nice when they are integrated with the text,
but it is probably not what you want for a tabular display. It is important to note that publishing academic
papers requires utmost care since you are releasing your work out to the public. Note: This is part 2 of a 2-part
blog series about choices in fonts. Helvetica even has its own movie. You are dressed in your best. Originally
designed for The Times in London, its characters are slightly narrowed, so that more of them can be squished
into a newspaper column. Arial is an easy-to-read font in small and large blocks of text. According to ZipJob ,
this font was specifically designed to appear well on a screen. As these examples have been rendered as
screenshots, you will get a better idea of how the fonts actually look if you try them on your own computer
and printer. Last time we talked about fonts that suck professionalism out of your scientific research. All these
students get help in one way or another because we are committed to what we do. Instead, the edges are at an
angle. You edited the manuscript with a fine-tooth combâ€¦but are your figures and images wearing flip-flops?
Named for Renaissance calligrapher Giambattista Palatino, this font has the beauty, harmony, and grace of
fine handwriting. Secondly, some people intensely dislike TNR because they think it has been overused, and
regard it as the font you choose when you are not choosing a font. Some source interviews were conducted for
a previous version of this article. These fonts are everywhere because they are champions of legibility and
simplicity. Download it from UFonts. This font is considered as the first original typeface from England.
Matthew Carter designed Georgia in for maximum legibility on computer screens. So if you submit the paper
electronically, be sure to use a font your instructor has. While it's still largely considered a good choice, it's
worth noting that Arial has become common enough for some hiring managers to find it boring, according to a
post on Canva. Arial If you want to use a sans-serif font, Arial is considered by many to be the safest bet.
Newspapers use even smaller type sizes. You should also consider the job when putting your resume together.
Yet one tiny decision could mean the difference between getting yourself in front of a potential employer and
getting ignored altogether: your resume's font. Also, please feel free to send this article along to those who
might benefit from this short article. In an article on Bloomberg Business , typography expert Brian Hoff of
Brian Hoff Design described it as "professional, lighthearted and honest," noting that it reads as "business-y.
Here is an excerpt from a thesis, shown twice with different typefaces. Anyone who sees the billboard will
understand what they are advertising in a split second.


